
Housing policy

The three stark requirements of the Barber Manifesto to solve the housing
problems of the UK are to end Council house sales, to impose rent controls
and to build more Council houses. Two of these proposals would make the
situaiton worse.

The problem of UK housing has been caused by the potential demand
outstripping the supply, leading to increases in the costs of buying or
renting a property. The big increase in the number of people coming to our
country in recent years has added to the demand side, with the addition of
more than 250,000 people a year requiring substantial increases in housing
provision. We need to ensure decent provision of homes for those coming to
join our society, and to avoid letting down people already settled here. The
impact in certain areas is clearly much greater, as the number of migrants is
more than double the 250,000 net. To the extent that new migrants wish to
live in popular parts of the country with high employment it can increase the
demand for more homes in the most stressed parts, as in London and the south
east, assuming those leaving the country were more widely spread out . The
debate about how many people to invite in to our country and who should have
a work permit is relevant to the housing issue. I favour sensible levels of
inward migration with better controls over numbers seeking low paid
employment.

The problem of supply is not improved by the first two measures in the 3
measures Manifesto. Contrary to the view of the left, selling a Council house
to its tenant does not reduce the supply of housing or make things more
difficult for people on the waiting list. The family will continue to live in
the Council house whether rented or owned. The sale of the property can make
a direct contribution to boosting supply, if the proceeds from sale are then
used to help build more homes in the public sector.

Rent control is an attractive policy for all those who have a secure tenancy
in a decent home and wish to carry on living there. Of course tenants would
like their rents to stay the same rather than go up as inflation takes place.
It is, however, not good news for landlords, developers and investors in
rented property. Whilst there will be no tears shed for them on the left or
in the fashionable media, they are essential to solving the housing problem.
If rent controls are too draconian for owners then owners seek to sell their
properties or to take them off the rental market in some other way. Tough
rent controls discourage new investment in privately owned property to rent.
The paradox of rent control policy is it can only succeed in holding down
some rents at the price of making property scarcer and probably dearer for
those who do not yet have a rental contract for a home of their own. The
recent experiment in Paris with rent control did not solve the housing
scarcity in the central districts where it was applied, and eventually was
ended by a court case. Cities that have experimented with long term tough
rent controls have ended up with less housing than they need.

Of course building more homes will help meet the needs of families and is an
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important part of the answer. To do that we need to harness private capital
as well as public capital. Meeting the aspiration of the many to own their
own home should also be central to the policy. Selling social homes to their
tenants is part of that, and is a policy that can free resources for more
homes to be built.

The Design Museum leaves out plenty of
British icons

I went to visit the Design Museum in Kensington as a fan of great design. I
had hoped to see many iconic UK designs,as well as great American and
continental European ones, as we have offered much innovation and elegance to
the world. The collection was disappointing.

The vehicle selection centred on the chassis of a Model T Ford , a huge
picture of a VW Beetle, commentary on Porsche and a picture and comment on a
large Citroen saloon of the 1960s. I did not see any images of the amazing
Mini which revolutionised and popularised small cars, nor any hint of the
beauty of an E type Jaguar. There were no Rolls Royces or Morris Minors.
There seemed to be some kind of block on UK vehicles. There was a Vespa
scooter but no Triumph or Norton motorcycle.

Also missing were famous designs from JCB, Dyson, the makers of the stylish
steam locomotives of the inter war years, the hovercraft and many other UK
greats. There was little attempt to set out Art Nouveau or Deco with some of
their many UK manifeststions.

There was a whole floor of the Gallery given over to Peter Barber, the
architect who used it to display prominently a couple of large posters
asserting a version of Labour’s housing policy with no right of reply for
those who are equally concerned about providing enough decent housing but who
think the route proposed would be damaging. I will deal with this in a future
blog.

The EU reminds us what staying would
be like

Two recent decisions of the EU should act as a warning of the damage the EU
could do if we stay in under the Withdrawal Agreement or by some other device
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to thwart the result of the People’s vote.

Fishermen and women are concerned at the new rules of the Common Fishing
policy. Whilst the EU has at last recognised that throwing dead fish back
into the sea is bad for the fish, bad for the fishing industry. and bad for
the environment, their remedy threatens to bankrupt some small boat
businesses by stopping them fishing altogether if they catch too much bi
catch. The UK needs to take back control and put in a policy which allows our
businesses to earn a living whilst reducing the amount of fish taken by large
industrial trawlers from abroad. Landing all fish caught should be central to
this policy, with a days at sea regime to regukate total fish volumes.

There is a recent Europeam Court judgement which says that UK payments to
secure sufficient electrical power under the capacity scheme are illegal
subsidies. The UK had to go this route to comply with all the other power
generation and environmental laws from the EU . If you build a system around
wind and solar you need stand by for when the weather cuts off your
electricity. Keeping dear to build alternative plants available for
occasional use is expensive, so you have to pay the supplier.

The sooner we can put in place policies to generate enough clean power at the
cheapest price the better. The EU makes this very difficult.

How many more UK businesses and industries could the EU disrupt if we let
them by granting them continuing power over us?

I do oppose the Withdrawal Agreement

I see some are wrongly suggesting I am wobbling over voting against the
Withdrawal Agreement. They are mischief making and should read this website
to understand why I oppose it. They would then see I have several fundamental
objections which cannot be fixed by tweaks or reassurances.

Happy New Year

“Pour me another,  lets toast the new year
Here’s to a better, put  fizz in our cheer”

Tonight’s  not for sorrows, no mulling old wounds
Come banish our troubles,  lets sing some new tunes

Caught in the present is a moment to choose
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To look forwards or backwards, to win or to lose

If you comfort yourself holding what’s past
This precious moment of hope will not last

Grasping  the future and its unknown way
Could bring success and many a wonderful day

The past is well trodden where  we know the ending
The future is for moulding, for shaping, for bending

As last year expires, with past hope and promise broken
Change things this time , leaving resolutions unspoken

So pour me another, lets toast the new year

here’s to a better, put fizz in our cheer

If your life is a drama  you can change the plot
If your friends are the  actors you can recast the lot

If people around you are holding you back
Tell them you’re changing, cast aside their rack

Lets seize the chance, lets decide to advance
Grab the year  by the throat and push out the boat

Lets hold on to new clichés that drive us to more
Lets venture out from  behind that closed door

We can stretch for the stars and strive for the sun
We can soar with  the wind making life more fun

You are only out of the game  when you give up the play
So write some new words so you have a new  say

Aim for something better, embrace the best
You may fall short of target  but gain from the quest

If new year’s eve is but routine,
only to be drunk away in sorrow
Nothing will change, nothing will improve,
You’ll just have a hangover tomorrow

So cast off the old
Live a new dream
Grab the future foretold
Mine a new seam

So pour me another, lets toast the new year
Here’s to a better, put fizz in our cheer

I know tomorrow can be better than today
Let the future   empower us with new sway



The future is only ours, my friend, if we want to race it
Tonight is the night to embrace it

So pour me another, lets toast the new year

Here’s to a better, put fizz in our cheer
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